SLE 2016 – 49th Annual Meeting
University of Naples Federico II

COMPLETE PROGRAMME
### Venues:

**Centro Congressi**, University of Naples Federico II, Via Partenope 36  
**Palazzo Du Mesnil**, University of Naples L'Orientale, Via Chiatamone 61/62  
**Hotel Royal Continental**, Via Partenope 38

### Conference Rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rooms</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room 1 (Auditorium)</td>
<td>Royal Continental</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 2 (Sala Partenope)</td>
<td>Royal Continental</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 3</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 4</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 5</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 6</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>1st floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 7</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>1st floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 8</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>2nd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 9</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>3rd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 10</td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>3rd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 11</td>
<td>Palazzo du Mesnil</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 12</td>
<td>Palazzo du Mesnil</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 13</td>
<td>Palazzo du Mesnil</td>
<td>3rd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 14</td>
<td>Palazzo du Mesnil</td>
<td>3rd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coffee break</strong></td>
<td>Centro Congressi</td>
<td>Dining room-3rd floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buffet lunch</strong></td>
<td>Restaurant Zi’ Teresa</td>
<td>G(round floor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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- **Palazzo du Mesnil**
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- **Royal Continental**
- **Zi’ Teresa**
- **stairs**
# TUESDAY 30 AUGUST 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08.00-09.00</td>
<td>REGISTRATION - Centro Congressi Federico II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground floor (A-K) and First floor (L-Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00-09.30</td>
<td>OPENING SESSION - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gaetano Manfredi (Vice-Chancellor – University of Naples Federico II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arturo De Vivo (Pro-Vice-Chancellor – University of Naples Federico II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elda Morlicchio (Vice-Chancellor – University of Naples L'Orientale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.30-10.30</td>
<td>PLENARY PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin Haspelmath (MPI-SHH Jena/Leipzig University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explaining universals of syntactic argument coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAIR: Marianne Mithun (University of California, Santa Barbara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30-10.55</td>
<td>Coffee break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WS Ad hoc categories and their linguistic construction. Typology, diachrony and use** - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

CONVENORS: Caterina Mauri (University of Pavia) and Andrea Sansò (University of Insubria, Como)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.00-11.25</td>
<td>Michael Daniel Representative plurality: Typologizing heterogeneous plurals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30-11.55</td>
<td>Wiltrud Mihatsch Spanish tipo as an indicator of ad-hoc categorization: A European phenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00-12.25</td>
<td>Carla Umbach Ad-hoc kind formation by demonstratives of quality and manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30-12.55</td>
<td>Johan van der Auwera Such – categories and instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GS Historical linguistics** - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)

CHAIR: Elda Morlicchio (University of Naples L'Orientale)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.00-11.25</td>
<td>Jorge Emilio Rosés Labrada A New Grammaticalization Path from Sâliban:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postural verbs &gt; deictic roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30-11.55</td>
<td>Steffen Haurholm-Larsen and Tammy Stark Insubordination in some North Arawak languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00-12.25</td>
<td>Shadi Davari and Mehrdad Naghzguy-Kohan The reflexive pronouns in Persian: A diachronic and grammaticalization account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30-12.55</td>
<td>Natalia Stoynova The evolution of the marker of motion-cum-purpose in Nanai: A case of cyclical change?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WS Propositions vs States-of-Affairs** - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Kasper Boye and Marie-Louise Lind Sorensen (University of Copenhagen)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.00-11.25</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30-11.55</td>
<td>Axel Holvoet Propositions vs State-of-Affairs and the Realis-Irrealis distinction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00-12.25</td>
<td>Natalia Serdobol'skaya Toward a typology of complementizers marking eventive complements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30-12.55</td>
<td>Jackie Nordström Complementation and event modality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GS Phonetics and Phonology - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Marc van Oostendorp (Meertens Institute, Amsterdam)
11.00-11.25 Yujing Huang Intonation of English intransitive sentences: Challenge for focus projection
11.30-11.55 Fabio Gasparini Phonetics of Emphatics in Bathari
12.00-12.25 Marion Schulte Fricated realisations of /t/ in Dublin English
12.30-12.55 Michael Riessler and Rogier Blokland Typology and evolution of palatal and palatalised consonants in the languages of northeastern European Russia

GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Dorothee Beeram (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim)
11.00-11.25 Damián E. Blasi Word order patterns: From data to theory
11.30-11.55 Jan Křivan, Michal Láznička and Eva Lehečková Functional explanations of prenominal possessors in attributive possessive constructions: Dynamic evidence from Czech
12.00-12.25 Hilary Chappell and Denis Creissels Topicality and the typology of predicative possession
12.30-12.55 Barbara Egedi A diachronic typology of definite articles

GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Spike Gildea (University of Oregon)
11.00-11.25 Meagan Vigus A Radical Construction Grammar Analysis of the Antipassive
11.30-11.55 Charlotte Hemmings When an antipassive isn’t an antipassive anymore?
12.00-12.25 Larisa Leisiū and Alexey Kozlov Antipassive in Uralic
12.30-12.55 Britta Irslinger Antipassive in Middle Welsh: The ym-VERB ac-construction

WS Middle and Early New Indo-Aryan: A crucial period for linguistic development? - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)
CONVENORS: Krzysztof Stroński (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań) and Saartje Verbeke (University of Ghent / Research Foundation Flanders)
11.30-11.55 Liudmila Khokhlova and Boris Zakharyin Changing properties of perfective participle constructions in Middle and New Indo-Aryan
12.00-12.25 Mayya Shlyakhter and Leonid Kulikov Middle and Early New Indo-Aryan causatives: Their Old Indo-Aryan origins and paths of development
12.30-12.55 Andrea Drocco In search of the roots of Western Hindi language and/or dialects

GS Forensic linguistics - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Dieter Stein (University of Düsseldorf)
11.00-11.25 Hannes Kniffka Postulates and perspectives for methods in forensic linguistics
11.30-11.55 Carole E. Chaski Register, genre, topic and scalability in forensic authorship identification
12.00-12.25 Hans van Halteren Authorship attribution across topic, time, and medium
12.30-12.55 Victoria Guillén Nieto Unmasking the workplace bully with author identification tools
**WS Language contact in the territory of the former Soviet Union - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)**

**CONVENORS:** Diana Forker (University of Bamberg) and Lenore A. Grenoble (University of Chicago)

11.00-11.25 INTRODUCTION  
11.30-11.55 Eugénie Stapert Russian contact phenomena in Dolgan: The role of linguistic dominance  
12.00-12.25 Evgeny Golovko The inverse case of Russian in contact: Alutiiq influence on Russian in Alaska  
12.30-12.55 Evgenia Zhivotova Function words in a situation of language contact: Kildin Sámi, Bystraya Even and Russian

**WS Compounding and derivation: Interactions in structure and interpretation - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)**

**CONVENORS:** Gianina Iordachioaia (University of Stuttgart) and Martina Werner (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

11.00-11.25 INTRODUCTION  
11.30-11.55 Susan Olsen (Humboldt University, Berlin) Complementation and modification in lexical configurations [Keynote paper]  
12.00-12.25 Ana-Maria Barbu A data-driven analysis of NN ‘compounds’ of the type cuvânt cheie “keyword” in Romanian  
12.30-12.55 Barbara Schlücker Proper name compounds: Morphosyntactic and semantic properties

**WS Formal Approaches to Romance Microvariation (FARM) - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

**CONVENORS:** Roberta D'Alessandro (University of Leiden); Ángel J. Gallego (Autonomous University of Barcelona) and Diego Pescarini (University of Zurich)

11.00-11.25 INTRODUCTION  
11.30-11.55 Heather Burnett Hard and soft syntactic microvariation in Gallo-Romance negation  
12.00-12.25 Francesc Torres-Tamarit and Clàudia Pons-Moll A typology of pronominal enclitic-triggered stress shift in dialects of Catalan  
12.30-12.55 Silvio Cruschina Fifty shades of grammaticalization: Motion verb constructions in southern Italian dialects

**WS Light verb constructions as complex verbs. Features, typology and function - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

**CONVENORS:** Raffaele Simone, Lunella Mereu, Anna Pompei and Valentina Piunno (University of Rome 3)

11.00-11.25 INTRODUCTION  
11.30-11.55 Tonjes Veenstra On light verbs in language-mixing  
12.00-12.25 Gholamhossein Karimi-Doostan and Mahdiyeh Eshaghi Persian light verbs as event determiners  
12.30-12.55 Roberta Mastrofini On English light verb extensions: Analysis, types, and classification

**WS Negation at the syntax, semantics and pragmatics interfaces: Theoretical, empirical and experimental approaches - Room13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

**CONVENORS:** Jacques Moeschler, Joanna Blochowiak and Cristina Grisot (University of Geneva)

11.00-11.25 INTRODUCTION  
11.30-11.55 Joanna Blochowiak Negation and causal explanations  
12.00-12.25 Emilio Servidio, Giuliano Bocci and Valentina Bianchi Answering polar questions with narrow foci in Italian  
12.30-12.55 Karoliina Lohiniva Negation and object case-marking in Finnish polar interrogatives
11.00-11.25 INTRODUCTION
11.30-11.55 Richard Huyghe Telicity and countability in French action nouns
12.00-12.25 Gioia Insacco and Viviana Masia Between eventive and stative nominalizations in Italian: A constructional and cognitively-based account
12.30-12.55 Hana Filip Perfectivity and individuation of Events

13.00-13.25 Buffet Lunch (Restaurant Zi Teresa)

14.30-14.55 Ilaria Fiorentini and Eugenio Goria General extenders, minority languages, and stuff: List constructions in language contact situations
15.00-15.25 Pierre Chauveau-Thoumelin A case of ad hoc categorization: The [\(X\)NP genre \(Y\)CLAUSE] construction in French
15.30-15.55 Valentina Benigni Ad hoc categorization in Russian and multifunctional general extenders
16.00-16.25 Maria Cristina Lo Baido Roads to exemplification in Italian

15.00-15.25 Bert Cornillie On the pace of the grammaticalization of ‘threaten’ and ‘promise’ in the languages of Western Europe
15.30-15.55 Andreu Sentí Modality and evidentiality in Old Catalan. Grammaticalization and subjectification of the modal verb poder ‘can/may’
16.00-16.25 Paula Rodríguez Abruñeiras From an adverbial meaning to a discursive function: The Spanish formula en plan (de) throughout time

14.30-14.55 Marie-Louise Lind Sørensen and Kasper Boye Utterance-predicate complementation
15.00-15.25 Ivana Vrdoljak Factivity and Semantic Scope
15.30-15.55 Björn Wiemer and Pino Marco Pizzo Multifacetted Slavic JAK(O) as a challenge to derived proposition-SoA contrasts
16.00-16.25 Birsel Karakoç and Annette Herkenrath Complex complementation markers containing -LIK/-DIK in Turkic

14.30-14.55 INTRODUCTION
15.00-15.25 Åke Viberg The lexical semantics of olfaction in relation to sensation, perception and cognition in general
15.30-15.55 Kate Bellamy Let me count the ways it stinks: Olfactory language in Purépecha
16.00-16.25 Teresa Oliveira How fishy does it smell when it smells fishy? A study on the Portuguese olfactory verb cheirar
GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Katarzyna Dziubalska-Kołaczyk (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań)
14.30-14.55 András Bárány Case and agreement alignment in Uralic ditransitives
15.00-15.25 Guillaume Enguehard An ‘Element Theory’ representation of Southern Saami ‘additional consonants’
15.30-15.55 Louise Esher A metamorphemic approach to Finnish stem alternations
16.00-16.25 Lotta Jalava and Max Wahlström Towards a typology of evidentiality in Uralic languages

GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Martin Haspelmath (MPI-SHH Jena/Leipzig University)
14.30-14.55 Jessica Mathie Antipassives in Australian languages: A modal analysis
15.00-15.25 Ana Kondic Antipassive in South Eastern Huastec (Maya, Mexico)
15.30-15.55 Raina Heaton Multiple antipassives, with special reference to Mayan
16.00-16.25 Cristian Juárez and Albert Álvarez The suffix -(a)gan as an antipassive and a causative marker in Mocovi (Guaycuruan, Argentina)

WS Middle and Early New Indo-Aryan: A crucial period for linguistic development? - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENER: Krzysztof Stroński (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań) and Saartje Verbeke (University of Ghent/Research Foundation Flanders)
14.30-14.55 Paolo Milizia On the drift towards increased fusionality in the Marathi-Konkani verbal system
15.00-15.25 Annie Montaut The development of the –tavya gerund into b/v futures and infinitives: Defining consistent isoglosses within Indo-Aryan?
15.30-15.55 Ashwini Deo, Christin Schätzle and Miriam Butt Dative/accusative syncretism in New Indo-Aryan
16.00-16.25 Joanna Tokaj Infinitives in Early and Middle Rajasthani

GS Forensic linguistics - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Paolo Donadio (University of Naples Federico II)
14.30-14.55 Angela Almela Sanchez-Lafuente Alternative paradigms for linguistics as legal evidence
15.00-15.25 Carl Vogel Quantifying mutual understanding
15.30-15.55 Dieter Stein, Victoria Guillén Nieto, Angela Almela Sanchez-Lafuente and Carole E. Chaski Standards for educational training in forensic linguistics

WS Language contact in the territory of the former Soviet Union - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Diana Forker (University of Bamberg) and Lenore A. Grenoble (University of Chicago)
14.30-14.55 Andrey Shluinsky and Olesya Khanina Russian lexical items in Enets speech: Established borrowings, incipient borrowings, code-mixing, and code-switching
15.00-15.25 Olga Kazakevich Selkup-Russian contacts and their sociolinguistic and linguistic consequences
15.30-15.55 Boglárka Janurik and Zsófia Schön Why do two Uralic languages (Surgut Khanty and Erzya) use different code-switching strategies?
16.00-16.25 Denys Teptiuk Quotative indexes in Permic: Between the original strategies and Russian
WS Compounding and derivation: Interactions in structure and interpretation - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Gianina Iordăchioaia (University of Stuttgart) and Martina Werner (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

14.30-14.55 **Angela Ralli** Affixoids: An intriguing category in between compounding and derivation

15.00-15.25 **Andrew McIntyre** The grammar of synthetic compounds in English

15.30-15.55 **Wolfgang U. Dressler, Katharina Korecky-Kröll, Sabine Sommer-Lolei, Reili Argus, Ineta Dabašinskaite, Johanna Johansen Ijäs, Victoria V. Kazakovskaya, Klaus Laalo and Evangelia Thomadaki** First language acquisition of synthetic compounds in Estonian, Finnish, German, Lithuanian, Russian, and Saami

16.00-16.25 **Gianina Iordăchioaia, Artemis Alexiadou and Andreas Pairamidis** Morphosyntactic sources for synthetic compounding

WS Formal Approaches to Romance Microvariation (FARM) - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Roberta D’Alessandro (University of Leiden); Ángel J. Gallego (Autonomous University of Barcelona) and Diego Pescarini (University of Zurich)

14.30-14.55 **Anna Pineda** Causativization of verbs of motion from a Romance microcomparative perspective

15.00-15.25 **Alice Corr** Diversity in the clausal left-edge: Insights from Ibero-Romance microvariation

15.30-15.55 **Adina Dragomirescu and Alexandru Nicolae V-C in the present-day varieties of Romanian: Relics from Old Romanian?**

16.00-16.25 **Silvia Rossi and Jacopo Garzonio** Structural deficiency across phases: Oblique pronouns in Old Tuscan varieties

WS Light verb constructions as complex verbs. Features, typology and function - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Raffaele Simone, Lunella Mereu, Anna Pompei and Valentina Piunno (University of Rome 3)

14.30-14.55 **Lu Lu** Aspectual encodings in Mandarin light verb constructions with GIVE: An insight from grammaticalization

15.00-15.25 **Marcos García Salido** Arbitrariness and semantic motivation in the choice of light verbs: Evidence from Spanish

15.30-15.55 **Lars Hellan** Light verb constructions as valency modeling. A study of Norwegian

16.00-16.25 **Václava Kettnerová** Distribution of valency complementations in Czech light verb constructions

WS Negation at the syntax, semantics and pragmatics interfaces: Theoretical, empirical and experimental approaches - Room 13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Jacques Moeschler, Joanna Blochowiak and Cristina Grisot (University of Geneva)

14.30-14.55 **Elisabeth Stark** The syntax of the French negation particle ne in the light of new corpus data

15.00-15.25 **Pierre Larrivée** Negative-raising and negative-raising suspension

15.30-15.55 **Teresa Espinal, Susagna Tubau, Joan Borràs-Comes and Viviane Déprez** Some empirical facts on the interpretation of no and no ... pas in Catalan

16.00-16.25 **Gaëtanelle Gilquin and Marie-Aude Lefer** Expressing negation through morphology in learner English: A corpus-based study of transfer

WS The profile of event delimitation - Room 14 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Lucia. M. Tovena (University of Paris VII) and Marta Donazzan (University of Cologne)

14.30-14.55 **Bianca Basciano and Chiara Melloni** Delimiting events in Mandarin: The case of reduplication

15.00-15.25 **Xiaoqian Zhang** Singularity and pluractionality in Chinese verbal domain
15.30-15.55 **Gladys Tang, Jia He and Jia Li** Event delimitation in sign languages
16.00-16.25 **Patrick Caudal and Robert Mailhammer** Motion serial verbs in Iwaidja: From event delimitation to discourse structural functions

16.30-16.55 Coffee break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)

**WS Ad hoc categories and their linguistic construction. Typology, diachrony and use**
- Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

CONVENORS: Caterina Mauri (University of Pavia) and Andrea Sansò (University of Insubria, Como)

17.00-17.25 **Alessandra Barotto** The role of exemplification in the on-line construction of categories: Evidence from Japanese
17.30-17.55 **Mira Ariel** Evoking higher-level categories using or constructions
18.00-18.25 **Itai Kuperschmidt** Alternative relations and higher-level categories

**GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)**

CHAIR: Joan Maling (Brandeis University)
17.00-17.25 **Guro Fløgstad** The instability of the perfect/preterit opposition. Insights from the Romance periphery
17.30-17.55 **Eva Zehentner** On constructionalisation in Middle English ditransitives
18.00-18.25 **Martin Hilpert and David Correia Saavedra** Does go prime be going to but not vice versa? An experimental approach to the asymmetric priming hypothesis
18.30-18.55 **Danny Kalev** Hebrew’s fledging future perfect constructions

**WS Propositions vs States-of-Affairs - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)**

CONVENORS: Kasper Boye and Marie-Louise Lind Sørensen (University of Copenhagen)
17.00-17.25 **Tamara Vardomskaya** Find it weird: Subjectivity, reference and small clauses
17.30-17.55 **Scott Grimm and Louise McNally** An ontologically parsimonious approach to -ing nominalizations
18.00-18.25 DISCUSSION

**WS Towards a typology of olfactory expressions - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)**

CONVENORS: Przemysław Staniewski (University of Wrocław), Malika Reetz (University of Potsdam) and Łukasz Jędrzejowski (University of Potsdam)
17.00-17.25 **Francesca Strik Lievers and Eleonora Sausa** Smelling over time. The lexicon of olfaction from Latin to Italian
17.30-17.55 **Iraide Ibarretxe-Antuñano** Smell in Basque: Linguistic resources, meaning, motivation and usage
18.00-18.25 **Amy Pei-jung Lee** A Cognitive typology of olfactory expressions in Formosan languages
18.30-19.30 DISCUSSION

**GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Johanna Nichols (University of California, Berkeley)
17.00-17.25 **Vasilisa Verkhodanova and Natalia Kuznetsova** Difference in development of consonantal palatalization and labialization: Evidence from the Finnic varieties of Ingria
CHAIR: Jeanette Sakel (University of the West of England, Bristol)
17.00-17.25 **Sandy Ritchie** An unusual case of polyfunctionality of an antipassive
17.30-17.55 **Alejandra Vidal** Polyfunctional vanca- in Nivaočle: Antipassive, Middle, or Other?

**Micro-demos - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Lars Hellan (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim)
18:00-18:13 **Jeanette Sakel** (University of the West of England, Bristol) A video resource for basic linguistic concepts
18:15-18:28 **Francesca M. Dovetto** (University of Naples Federico II) A Corpus of spoken pathological Italian (CIPPS)
18:30-18:43 **Luigi Talamo** (University of Bergamo/University of Pavia), **Chiara Celata** (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa) and **Pier Marco Bertinetto** (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa) *derivaToria: An interactive tool for the study of Italian derivational morphology*
18:45-18:58 **Muriel Norde and Christian Ebert** (Humboldt University, Berlin) Clusters of change: An interactive database
19:00-19:13 **Susanne Michaelis** (Leipzig University/MPI-SHH Jena) and **Martin Haspelmath** (MPI-SHH Jena/Leipzig University) *Atlas of Pidgin and Creole Language Structures Online*

**WS Middle and Early New Indo-Aryan: A crucial period for linguistic development? - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)**

CONVENORS: Krzysztof Stroński (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań) and Saartje Verbeke (University of Ghent/Research Foundation Flanders)
17.00-17.25 **Saartje Verbeke** Pronominal suffixation and V2 word order in Old Kashmiri
17.30-17.55 **Krzysztof Stroński** Clause linking in Early New Indo-Aryan (NIA) – Converbal chains and absolute constructions
18.00-18.25 DISCUSSION

**GS Semantics - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: John Charles Smith (University of Oxford)
18.30-18.55 **Laura Collu** Vague Quantifiers in spoken Italian and German
19.00-19.30 **Tuomas Huumo** Distributive vs. collective functions of Finnish quantifiers: The case of moni ‘many’

**GS Discourse analysis - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Jarmila Tarnýniková (Palacky University of Olomouc)
17.00-17.25 **Hiroko Takanashi** Intersubjective Identity-Building through Stancetaking
17.30-17.55 **Fariba Ramezani Sarbandi, Giti Taki and Pakzad Yousefian** The effect of physician’s gender on closing phase in Iranian medical interactions
18.00-18.25 **Theodossia-Soula Pavlidou** Carving places out of the interactional space: ɛδů́ (‘here’) in Greek talk-in-interaction

**WS Language contact in the territory of the former Soviet Union - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)**

CONVENORS: Diana Forker (University of Bamberg) and Lenore A. Grenoble (University of Chicago)
17.00-17.25 **Erika Asztalos** From head-final towards head-initial grammar: Generational differences concerning word order production and judgement in the Udmurt speech community
17.30-17.55 **Nino Amiridze** On gender-copy in Georgian
18.00-18.25 **Kirill Kozhanov** Romani dialects in contact with Russian: Verb morphology
**WS Compounding and derivation: Interactions in structure and interpretation** - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Gianina Iordachioaia (University of Stuttgart) and Martina Werner (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

17.00-17.25 **Ashild Næss** Deverbal nouns in Áiwoo: Derivations, compounds or phrases?
17.30-17.55 **Chiara Naccarato** Parasynthetic Compounds with agent noun suffixes in Russian: A constructionist perspective
18.00-18.25 **Vitor Nóbrega and Phoevos Panagiotidis** Exocentric compounds are not headless: The role of empty nouns and beyond

**WS Formal Approaches to Romance Microvariation (FARM)** - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Roberta D’Alessandro (University of Leiden); Ángel J. Gallego (Autonomous University of Barcelona) and Diego Pescarini (University of Zurich)

17.00-17.25 **Jan Casalicchio and Federica Cognola** On a case of syntactic microvariation in Rhaeto-romance: The Verb Second rule
17.30-18.25 DISCUSSION

**WS Light verb constructions as complex verbs. Features, typology and function** - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Raffaele Simone, Lunella Mereu, Anna Pompei and Valentina Piunno (University of Rome 3)

17.00-17.25 **Johanna Mattissen** Light verbs and light nouns in polysynthetic languages
17.30-17.55 **Daria Mishchenko** Light verb constructions vs. preverbal verbs in Looma
18.00-18.25 **Noemi De Pasquale** Making a move towards Ancient Greek light verb constructions
18.30-18.55 DISCUSSION

**WS Negation at the syntax, semantics and pragmatics interfaces: Theoretical, empirical and experimental approaches** - Room 13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Jacques Moeschler, Joanna Blochowiak and Cristina Grisot (University of Geneva)

17.00-17.25 **Bert Cappelle, Anne Carlier, Benjamin Fagard and Machteld Meulleman** Negative existentials: Distinct syntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties
17.30-17.55 **Louis de Saussure and Thierry Raeber** There is no negating sporadicity
18.00-18.25 **Genoveva Puskas** To wish or not to wish: Modality and (metalinguistic) negation
18.30-18.55 DISCUSSION

**WS The profile of event delimitation** - Room 14 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Lucia. M. Tovena (University of Paris VII) and Marta Donazzan (University of Cologne)

17.00-17.25 **Eva Schultze-Berndt** Delimiting the contribution of open and closed class verbs: A case study from northern Australia
17.30-17.55 **Giuseppina Todaro and Fabio Del Prete** Complex events in Sicilian
18.00-18.25 **Anna Maria Di Sciullo** Aspect in time
18.30-18.55 DISCUSSION

20.00 WELCOME RECEPTION (Circolo Canottieri Napoli)
WS Ad hoc categories and their linguistic construction. Typology, diachrony and use - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

CONVENORS: Caterina Mauri (University of Pavia) and Andrea Sansò (University of Insubria, Como)
09.00-09.25 Ulrich Geupel and Guglielmo Inglese The encoding of ad hoc categories in Sanskrit: A synchronic and diachronic analysis of "compounds" with -ādi-
09.30-09.55 Muriel Norde The Dutch diminutive as online nominalisation
10.00-10.55 DISCUSSION

GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)

CHAIR: Anna Pompei (University of Rome 3)
09.00-09.25 John M. Ryan The dual anomalous trajectories of the Latin sequence –MIN- into Spanish: A proposal involving both full syncope and weakening
09.30-09.55 Caterina Guardamagna Frequency effects in the diachronic constructional analysis of Latin secundum NP
10.00-10.25 Claudia Fabrizio Non-nominative subjects in Latin
10.30-10.55 Lidewij W. van Gils and Caroline H. M. Kroon The historic present tense in Latin historiography: A cognitive approach

WS Propositions vs. States-of-Affairs - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Kasper Boye and Marie-Louise Lind Sørensen (University of Copenhagen)
09.00-09.25 Marta Carretero Epistemic and evidential nouns: A study of the degree of explicitness of the propositions that they designate
09.30-09.55 Stef Spronck Motivating layers: Non-quotative reported speech as recast dialogic participant structure
10.00-10.25 Kristin Davidse and An Van Linden Propositions vs. States-of-Affairs: Insights from adjectival and nominal complementation in English
10.30-10.55 DISCUSSION

GS Sociolinguistics - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Suzanne Romaine (Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies/University of Hawaii)
09.00-09.25 Gitte Kristiansen and Dirk Geeraerts European Perceptions of L1 and L2 Englishes: A Multivariate analysis
09.30-09.55 Lucia Loureiro-Porto Singular THEY in Asian Englishes
10.00-10.25 Lena Gialabouki and Theodossia-Soula Pavlidou Voicing disagreement: Interviewee questions in broadcast news interviews
10.30-10.55 Béatrice Rea DR & MRS VANDERTRAMP on holiday: Auxiliary alternation in spoken Montréal French (1971-2016)

GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Seppo Kitišiä (University of Helsinki)
09.00-09.25 Katalin É. Kiss and Erika Asztalos Discourse-motivated word order variation in Udmurt under Russian influence
09.30-09.55 Nikita Muravyev Split coding of co-temporality and simultaneity in Uralic languages
10.00-10.25 Mark Norris The non-autonomous accusative case in Estonian
10.30-10.55 Orsolya Tánczos Towards a unified account of the suffix -ez/jez in Udmurt
GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Giovanna Marotta (University of Pisa)
09.00-09.25 Lidia Federica Mazzitelli Ditransitive syntax: Teaching, asking (questions) and asking (favours) in the Circum-Baltic area
09.30-09.55 Dong-yi Lin Polarity Emphasis in Cebuano and Kavalan
10.00-10.25 Rodrigo Romero Méndez and Varinia Estrada García Complex prepositions for path and topological relations in motion events
10.30-10.55 Alexander Letuchiy Absolute or relative tense-marking in Russian triclausal constructions?

GS Semantics - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Sonia Cristofaro (University of Pavia)
09.00-09.25 Maria Reile, Nele Põldver and Kristiina Averin Production vs. Comprehension – An experimental perspective on Estonian spatial demonstratives
09.30-09.55 Dirk Pijposts and Dirk Speelman Syntactic alternations of Dutch psych verbs. A corpus study
10.00-10.25 Henrik Høeg Müller Modelling the semantics of object prepositions inside Spanish NPs
10.30-10.55 Cristiano Broccias A radical approach to metonymy

GS Discourse analysis - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Maria J. Cuenca (University of Valencia)
09.00-09.25 Marie Steffens Discourse functions of antonymy in French
09.30-09.55 Valentina Russo Expressing large quantities in a rhetorical way. The epistemic large-quantity construction in Italian: [non so quant + N/V] (I don’t know how many/much + N/V)
10.00-10.25 María De Los Ángeles Gómez González Tag questions in a cross-linguistic perspective
10.30-10.55 Jarmila Tárniková The Dual Role of shell nouns in information packaging

WS Language contact in the territory of the former Soviet Union - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)
CONVENORS: Diana Forker (University of Bamberg) and Lenore A. Grenoble (University of Chicago)
09.00-09.25 Aleksander Rusakov Voice and valency-decreasing operations in the North Russian Romani dialect and Soviet standard Romani: Contact development and retention
09.30-09.55 Svetlana Edygarova Language change and maintenance in the Permian languages
10.00-10.25 Elena Perekhvalskaya Russian-based Pidgins: New findings
10.30-10.55 Kapitolina Fedorova The choice of forms in contact varieties: Linguistic vs. social motivation (on the base of language contacts in the Russian-Chinese border area)

WS Compounding and derivation: Interactions in structure and interpretation - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)
CONVENORS: Gianina Iordachioaia (University of Stuttgart) and Martina Werner (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
09.00-09.25 Paolo Acquaviva (University College Dublin) Syntax and morphology of the division of reference: Kinds, number, and countability [Keynote paper]
09.30-09.55 Niina Ning Zhang Intransitives in compounding
10.00-10.25 Steve Pepper Compounding, derivation and binominal naming constructions: A cross-linguistic study
10.30-10.55 Urtzi Etxeberria, Aritz Irurtzun and Ricardo Etxepare Basque dvandva compounds: Their structure and compositionality
**WS Diachronic treebanks - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

CONVENORS: Hanne Eckhoff (University of Tromsø); Silvia Luraghi (University of Pavia) and Marco Passarotti (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan)

09.00-09.25 INTRODUCTION

09.30-09.55 Uliana Yazhinova and Radomyra Shevchenko Case – Licensing mechanism in nominative + infinitive constructions in the history of Russian

10.00-10.25 Ann Taylor and Susan Pintzuk Split coordination in early and present-day English

10.30-10.55 Ulrike Demske and Marianna Patak The syntax of adverbials in Early New High German: Evidence from syntactically annotated corpora

**WS Negation at the syntax, semantics and pragmatics interfaces: Theoretical, empirical and experimental approaches - Room 13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

CONVENORS: Jacques Moeschler, Joanna Blochowiak and Cristina Grisot (University of Geneva)

09.00-09.25 Elena Albu A Corpus-based approach to descriptive negation

09.30-09.55 Jacques Moeschler A criterion for descriptive vs. metalinguistic negation

10.00-10.55 DISCUSSION

11.00-11.25 Coffee break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)

11.30-13.00 ROUND TABLE – Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

“Multilingualism in a Changing Europe”

Durk Gorter (University of the Basque Country) Multilingual speakers of European minority languages

Suzanne Romaine (Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies/University of Hawaii) Multilingual Europe in the age of superdiversity: Language rich but policy poor?

Antonella Sorace (University of Edinburgh) Bridging the divide: Enhancing the scientific and public understanding of bilingualism

Moderator: Barbara Turchetta (University of Perugia for Foreigners)

13.00-14.30 Buffet Lunch - Restaurant Zi Teresa

14.30-15.55 DISCUSSION SESSION - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

“Linguistic categories and language universals”

Giorgio Arcodia (University of Milan-Bicocca) and Paolo Ramat (University of Pavia)

**GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)**

CHAIR: Bert Cornillie (Catholic University of Leuven)

14.30-14.55 Chiara Fedriani and Maria Napoli New perspectives on Greek-Latin bilingualism. Evidence from the Textual Bilingualism in Latin corpus

15.00-15.25 Daniela Capin and Pierre Larrivée Register, text type and syntactic change in early French

15.30-15.55 John Charles Smith Subjectification as onomasiology: The semantic redistribution of Spanish copular verbs

**GS Variation - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Denis Creissels (University of Lyon 2)

14.30-14.55 Guido Seiler Variation as a window to the past: On the origins of Standard Average European

15.00-15.25 Eleanor Coghill Ancient and modern dialectal variation in a language with a 3000-year history: A case-study on change and pertinacity in Aramaic

15.30-15.55 Tiit Hennoste, Helle Metslang and Külli Habicht Diachronic and varietal variation of polar question. Forms and functions in written Estonian
### GS Sociolinguistics - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR:** Camiel Hamans (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.30-14.55</td>
<td>Ulriikka Puura and Outi Tanczos</td>
<td>Karelian and Veps: Plurilingualism and language revitalization in two Finnic language communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-15.25</td>
<td>Michał Głuszkowski</td>
<td>Code-mixing in the speech of the young generation of the Old Believers in Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30-15.55</td>
<td>Bram Vertommen</td>
<td>Coding cognition: A case-study of Dutch-Turkish and Dutch-Moroccan Arabic language mixing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR:** Elisabeth Leiss (University of Munich)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.30-14.55</td>
<td>Koen van Hooste</td>
<td>Instruments as semantic and syntactic phenomena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-15.25</td>
<td>Jonah Rys</td>
<td>Functions and norms of the ACC/DAT-alternation with German two-way prepositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30-15.55</td>
<td>Chiyo Nishida</td>
<td>No simple agreement markers: Distribution of Spanish dative clitics in two reverse psych verb constructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GS Semantics - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR:** Magdalena Wrembel (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.30-14.55</td>
<td>Esperança Cardeira and Roxana Cioláneanu</td>
<td>The marriage lexicon in a comparative perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-15.25</td>
<td>Gareth O’Neill</td>
<td>The green, green, green grass of home. Basic colour terms and categories in Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30-15.55</td>
<td>Aicha Belkadi</td>
<td>Towards a definition of the category 'associated motion'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GS Discourse Analysis - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR:** Eva Hajicova (Charles University, Prague)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.30-14.55</td>
<td>Dagmar Bittner and Jeruen E. Dery</td>
<td>Backward and forward orientation in the use of personal and demonstrative pronouns in German discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-15.25</td>
<td>Josep Ribera</td>
<td>Demonstratives in the translating mirror. An approach to the translation of demonstratives from Catalan into English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30-15.55</td>
<td>Justina Urbonaitė and Inesa Šeškauskinien</td>
<td>Deprivation of liberty or imprisonment? Metaphors in the Criminal Code of the Republic of Lithuania and their translation into English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GS Language contact - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR:** Frank Seifart (University of Amsterdam/University of Cologne)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.30-14.55</td>
<td>Niko Partanen</td>
<td>Russian influence on Ižva Komi sibilant articulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-15.25</td>
<td>Katalin Gugán, Piibi-Kai and Anne Tamm</td>
<td>Changes affecting case, aspect, and negation in Uralic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30-15.55</td>
<td>Egor Kashkin and Nikita Muraviev</td>
<td>Izhma Komi in Western Siberia: At the crossroads of language contact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WS Similarities and differences between inflectional and derivational paradigms: Individual languages and beyond - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)

**CONVENORS:** Lívia Körtvélyessy and Pavol Štekauer (P.J. Šafárik University, Košice)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.30-14.55</td>
<td>Lívia Körtvélyessy and Pavel Štekauer</td>
<td>Inflectional paradigms, derivational paradigms and beyond [Keynote paper]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-15.25</td>
<td>Pius ten Hacken</td>
<td>Paradigms in Parallel Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.30-15.55</td>
<td>Jaap van Marle</td>
<td>Mismatches between paradigmatic and syntagmatic structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### WS Diachronic treebanks - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

**Convenors:** Hanne Eckhoff (University of Tromsø); Silvia Luraghi (University of Pavia) and Marco Passarotti (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan)

- **14.30-14.55 Guglielmo Inglese** 
  *Towards a diachronic treebank of Hittite middle verbs*

- **15.00-15.25 Eleonora Sausa, Chiara Zanchi and Francesco Mambrini** 
  *Non-accusative null objects from Archaic to Hellenistic Greek*

- **15.30-15.55 Dag Trygve Truslew Haug and Nikolaos Lavidas** 
  *Adding Late Medieval texts to the PROIEL corpus: The case of Sphrantzes*

### GS Pragmatics - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

**Chair:** Theresa Biberauer (University of Cambridge/University of Stellenbosch)

- **15.00-15.25 Mehrdad Naghzgy-Kohan and Shadi Davari** 
  *From kin term to discourse marker: The case of bābā “father” in Modern Persian*

- **15.30-15.55 Abhishek Kumar Kashyap and Foong Ha Yap** 
  *Allocutivity in Indo-Aryan languages: On the relationship between addressee-oriented agreement marking and politeness*

- **15.55-16.10 Coffee Break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)***

### 16.15-16.55 POSTER SESSION - Centro Congressi***

1. **Xavier Bach** 
   *How did Biak acquire prepositions, and is that always what they are?*

2. **Andreas Baumann, Christina Prömer and Nikolaus Ritt** 
   *Simulating hypothetical language stages: A new method for testing hypotheses in diachronic linguistics*

3. **Laura Becker** 
   *Transparent vowels as triggers of vowel harmony*

4. **Olga Broniś** 
   *Phonological adaptation of consonant-final loanwords borrowed into Italian*

5. **Gerd Carling and Chundra Cathcart** 
   *Can culture vocabularies replace or supplement basic vocabulary lists for measuring linguistic diversity? A study on the Indo-European and Tupí language families*

6. **Fernanda Cerqueira and Daniele Carvalho** 
   *The structure of third person pronouns in Brazilian Portuguese*

7. **Irantzu Epelde and Oroitz Jauregi** 
   *Language variation in a Basque valley: The loss of an ephenthesis after high vowel*

8. **Dmitry Gerasimov** 
   *Prohibitives in Paraguayan Guarani and the typology of negation*

9. **Sampa Holopainen** 
   *Substitutions of Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian affricates and sibilants in Uralic loanwords*

10. **Klára Jágrová, Irina Stenger, Tania Avgustinova and Roland Marti** 
    *Adaptation towards a target language – The potential of improving intercomprehension of Polish for Czech readers*

11. **Rosangela Lai** 
    *Sardinian word-initial geminates*

12. **Yunju Nam** 
    *Dominant roles of the negative value in processing emotional messages and emoticons: ERP evidence*

13. **Andra Rumm and Tiit Hennoste** 
    *Self-repaired questions in Estonian spoken interaction: Between social economics and epistemic stance*

14. **Yuda Lai** 
    *Gauging the effects of a constructive type of Cognitive Linguistics-based Processing Instruction in EFL classrooms*

15. **Aigul Zakirova** 
    *On the discourse uses of the adverb bara ‘again’ in Izhma Komi*

### GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Centro Congressi)

**Chair:** Olga Fischer (University of Amsterdam)

- **17.00-17.25 Javier Martín Arista** 
  *Syntactic and lexical active accomplishments with Old English verbs of motion*

- **17.30-17.55 Paloma Núñez-Pertejo** 
  *From terrific, monstrous looking creatures to terrific, funny guys: On the semantic development of the polysemous adjective terrific*

- **18.00-18.25 Nikolaus Ritt and Eva Zehentner** 
  *Subjectification is driven by sceptic listeners*

- **18.30-18.55 Benjamin Brosig** 
  *Apprehensive and preventive constructions in Central Mongolic*
GS Word-formation - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Livio Gaeta (University of Turin)
17.00-17.25 Camiel Hamans Paradigmatic word formation
17.30-17.55 Kazuhiko Fukushima Morphological headedness and negation: Empirical/conceptual implications
18.00-18.25 Stefan Hartmann Compound constituents or affixoids? An exploration of German compound landscapes
18.30-18.55 Basilio Calderone, Franck Sajous and Nabil Hathout GLAW-IT: A free large Italian dictionary encoded in a fine-grained XML form

GS Sociolinguistics - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Lunella Mereu (University of Rome 3)
17.00-17.25 Stefano De Pascale, Stefania Marzo and Dirk Speelman Implicit and explicit attitudes towards regional varieties of Italian: A change in standard language ideology?

GS Areal Linguistics - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Hans Henrich Hock (University of Illinois)
17.30-17.55 Foong Ha Yap and Anindita Sahoo Attitudinal copulas in Odia, an Indo-Aryan language
18.00-18.25 Aina Urdze Echo constructions in Eurasia: The areal distribution of distinctive reduplicative patterns
18.30-18.55 Sam Wolfe Microvariation in Early Romance, Parameter Theory and diachronic change

GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Walter Bisang (University of Mainz)
17.00-17.25 Kerstin Schwabe Towards a typology of German polar-interrogatives embedding predicates
17.30-17.55 Diana Forker and Geoffrey Haig Testing the control hierarchy: On the relationship between semantic types of experiencer predicates and argument encoding
18.00-18.25 Stéphane Robert Transitivity in the light of Event Related Potentials
18.30-18.55 Dejan Matić Reflexives in Even and theories of Binding

GS Semantics - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Andrej Malchukov (University of Mainz)
17.00-17.25 Yuko Yoshinari, Fabiana Andreani and Miho Mano Reconsidering the typology of motion expressions: Focusing on differences between Italian, English, and Japanese
17.30-17.55 Ruprecht von Waldenfels and Bernhard Wälchli Smelling is not like seeing and hearing: Aspects of perception in Baltic, Slavic and sundry European languages in parallel texts
18.00-18.25 Olga Vinogradova and Egor Kashkin BLIND and DEAF: Towards a lexical typology

GS Morpho-syntax - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)
CHAIR: Balthasar Bickel (University of Zurich)
17.00-17.25 Nedžad Leko, Nermina Ćordalija, Ivana Jovović, Lidija Perković, Nevenka Marijanić, Midhat Šaljić, Dženana Teleagić and Amra Bešić Variability in predicate agreement with conjoined subjects in Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
17.30-17.55 Pavel Ozerov Morphological complexity and hierarchical agreement in Anal (Tibeto-Burman, Manipur, India)
18.00-18.25 Carlos Acuña-Fariña A cross-linguistic completion study of the role of morphology in setting agreement biases in production.
18.30-18.55 Simone Bettega Patterns of agreement in modern Omani Arabic
**GS Language contact** - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR**: Brian Joseph (Ohio State University)

17.00-17.25 **Sonja Dahlgren** On defining an Egyptian Greek variant based on nonstandard spellings

17.30-17.55 **Frank Seifart** Affix borrowability: A full-scale empirical test

18.00-18.25 **Nina Dobrushina, Michael Daniel and Ruprecht von Waldenfels** Are dialect features lost in a stable order? A Russian case study

18.30-18.55 **Robin Meyer** The (ir-)relevance of typological constraints in language contact

**WS Similarities and differences between inflectional and derivational paradigms: Individual languages and beyond** - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)

**CONVENORS**: Lívia Körtvélyessy and Pavol Štekauer (P.J. Šafárik University, Košice)

17.00-17.25 **Valeria Generalova** Paradigmatic relationship between Russian deverbal adjectives

17.30-17.55 **Magda Ševčíková and Adéla Limburská** Enrichment of a lexical network of Czech derived words by exploiting inflectional paradigms

18.00-18.25 **Andra Kalnača and Ilze Lokmane** Reflexive verbs in Latvian – Inflection or derivation

18.30-18.55 **Maris Camilleri** Parallels between the inflectional paradigms associated with equipollent verbs and derivationally-related verbs in Maltese

**WS Diachronic treebanks** - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

**CONVENORS**: Hanne Eckhoff (University of Tromso); Silvia Luraghi (University of Pavia) and Marco Passarotti (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan)

17.00-17.25 **Erica Pinelli and Christine Grillborzer** Dative subjects in non-finite clauses in Old Russian

17.30-17.55 **Christine Grillborzer** On the productivity of the dative subject construction in the history of Russian

18.00-18.25 **Dmitri Sitchinava** The treebank of Early Modern Russian

18.30-18.55 **Alexandra Simonenko, Benoit Crabbé and Sophie Prévost** Effects of text form on grammatical changes: A treebank study

**GS Pragmatics** - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

**CHAIR**: Bridget Drinka (University of Texas, San Antonio)

17.00-17.25 **Michael Chiou** Summing up the paths: The pragmatics of future tense in Greek

17.30-17.55 **Roland Mühlenbernd and Dankmar Enke** Semantics and pragmatics of aspectual markers - A game-theoretic model

18.00-18.25 **Elena Siminiciuc** Epistemic modality and commitment phenomena through the study of the Romanian adverb « poate » and epistemic future « o fi »

18.30-18.55 **Anna Ruskan** Epistemic qualifications of the English marker likely and its equivalents in Lithuanian

**WS Perspective-indexing constructions: Irregular perspective shifts and perspective persistence** - Room 13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

**CONVENORS**: Caroline Gentens (University of Leuven), María Sol Sansiñena (University of Leuven/University of Ghent), Stef Spronck (University of Leuven) and An Van Linden (Catholic University of Louvain)

17.00-17.25 **Henrik Bergqvist** Notes on egophoricity in Arwako-Chibchan [Keynote paper]

18.00-18.25 **An Van Linden** Constructional effects of non-visual evidential marking in Harakmbut

18.30-18.55 **Martine Bruil** Perspective-indexing clause types in Ecuadorian Siona

19.00-21.00 **CITY WALK**
**FRIDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 2016**

**WS Diachronic and functional explanations in linguistic typology - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)**

CONVENORS: Natalia Levshina (Leipzig University), Iija Seržant (Leipzig University), Susanne Maria Michaelis (Leipzig University/MPI-SHH Jena) and Karsten Schmidke-Bode (University of Jena)

09.00-09.25 INTRODUCTION

09.30-09.55 **Sonia Cristofaro** Two ways in which diachronic evidence challenges classical functional explanations of typological universals

10.00-10.25 **Eitan Grossman** Agent nominalizations are common, but not universal: Towards a diachronic explanation

10.30-10.55 **Annemarie Verkerk and Andreea Calude** Base-atom order of numerals in Indo-European: A phylogenetic study

**GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)**

CHAIR: Paolo Ramat (University of Pavia)

09.00-09.25 **Pieter Seuren** Ferdinand de Saussure and his intellectual environment

09.30-09.55 **Peter Petré** Expressivity in grammaticalization: A moving target

10.00-10.25 **Gertraud Fenk-Oczlon** Frequency and the rise of animacy-based differential object marking in German

10.30-10.55 **Florian Sommer and Paul Widmer** Infixes, endoclitics and the word domain in Indo-European

**GS Treebanks - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Olga Spevak (University of Toulouse 2)

09.00-09.25 **Timo Korkiakangas** Spoken language behind written texts: Diachronic treebanking of Medieval Latin charters

09.30-09.55 **Silvia Luraghi and Edoardo Maria Ponti** Non-configurationality in diachrony: Correlations in local and global networks of Ancient Greek and Latin

10.00-10.25 **Francesco Mambrini** Non-verbal vs copular clauses in Ancient Greek: What news from a treebank?

10.30-10.55 **Hanne Martine Eckhoff** A corpus approach to the history of Russian PO delimitatives

**WS The rise of complementizers and their relation to subjunctive mood and (ir)realist distinctions - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)**

CONVENORS: Björn Wiemer (University of Mainz), Jasmina Grković-Major (University of Novi Sad) and Björn Hansen (University of Regensburg)

09.00-09.25 INTRODUCTION

09.30-09.55 **Nina Dobrushina** On the way from subjunctive to complementizer: The case of Russian by

10.00-10.25 **Anton Granvik** Spanish de que and the subjunctive – Investigating the subordinating status of de

10.30-10.55 **Sungok Hong** A diachronic study of the Hindi/Urdu complementizer and its role in (ir)realis distinctions
**GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)**
CHAIR: Johan van der Auwera (University of Antwerp)
09.00-09.25 Bridget Drinka True universals? Cognitive processes, pragmatic motivations, and social triggers in the perfects of Elizabeth I
09.30-09.55 Kristina Kotcheva Agglutination in North Germanic
10.00-10.25 Thomas Stolz and Nataliya Levkovych Spatial interrogatives: Cross-linguistic aspects of an understudied paradigm
10.30-10.55 Scott DeLaney Trans-Himalayan (Sino-Tibetan) and the “Linguistic Cycle”

**GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)**
CHAIR: Thomas Stolz (University of Bremen)
09.00-09.25 Johannes Kabatek Syntax-intonation “mismatches” in Romance
09.30-09.55 Jeremiah Anene Nwankwegu Microparametric syntax of the Igbo D-system
10.00-10.25 Ingunn Hreinberg Indriðadóttir and Jóhannes Gísli Jónsson Weight effects and heavy NP shift
10.30-10.55 Małgorzata Krzeka The elusivity of the null subject pronoun in the Polish -NO/-TO construction

**GS Morpho-syntax - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)**
CHAIR: Nikolaus Ritt (University of Vienna)
09.00-09.25 Peter Harder, Violaine Michel Lange and Maria Messerschmidt The grammar-lexicon divide – A function-based, psycholinguistic production study of grammatical vs lexical words
09.30-09.55 Peter Juul Nielsen Indexical scenarios as a breeding ground for linguistic change
10.00-10.25 Masaharu Shimada and Akiko Nagano Attributive modification in depictives
10.30-10.55 Sara Pacchiarotti Verbal deponency in the Chibchan family: The case of Bribri

**WS Notions of ‘feature’ in linguistic theory: Cross-theoretical and cross-linguistic perspectives - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)**
CONVENORS: Lars Hellan (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim), Andrej Malchukov (University of Mainz), Ian Roberts (University of Cambridge) and Michela Cennamo (University of Naples Federico II)
09.00-09.25 Greville G. Corbett and Oliver Bond Why are there four morphosyntactic features?
09.30-09.55 Theresa Biberauer Emergent features: A minimalist perspective
10.00-10.25 Dorothee Beermann Feature profiles
10.30-10.55 Walter Bisang On a functional explanation of features

**GS Language acquisition - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)**
CHAIR: Antonella Sorace (University of Edinburgh)
09.00-09.25 Magdalena Wrembel and Katarzyna Dziubalska-Kołaczyk Explaining third language phonological acquisition from the Natural Phonology perspective
09.30-09.55 Katarzyna Dziubalska-Kołaczyk, Grzegorz Krynicki, Jarosław Weckwerth, Grzegorz Michalski, Kamil Kaźmierski, Barbara Maciejewska and Bożena Wiskirska-Woźnica Articulatory corpus of native Polish and Polish-accented English speech
10.00-10.25 Klaus Hofmann and Andreas Baumann The effect of differential stress patterns on age-of-acquisition ratings in English
10.30-10.55 Sabine Stoll and Jekaterina Mažara How to study the acquisition of verbal morphology in languages of different complexity?
WS Similarities and differences between inflectional and derivational paradigms: Individual languages and beyond - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Lívia Körtvélyessy and Pavol Štekauer (P.J. Šafárik University, Košice)
09.00-09.25 Giulia Meli From inflection to derivation: Genitive nouns in Piedmont Sinti
09.30-09.55 Sascha Gaglia On detecting ‘paths’ of analogical leveling in Old French and Old Florentine verb paradigms: An exploratory survey
10.00-10.25 Martin Hummel Adverbial agreement in Romance?
10.30-10.55 DISCUSSION

WS Typology of Uralic Languages: Towards Better Comparability - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Gerson Klumpp (University of Tartu), Lidia Federica Mazzitelli (University of Bremen) and Fedor Rozhanskiy (University of Tartu)
09.00-09.25 Matti Miestamo Typology and Uralic languages
09.30-09.55 Anja Harder and Michael Riessler Towards a universal ontology of noun phrase types in Uralic and other languages
10.00-10.25 Jeremy Bradley Verb-framed motion events in Uralic
10.30-10.55 Helle Metslang, Külli Habicht and Karl Pajusalu Polar question markers in Finnic languages: Circum-Baltic and Uralic perspective

WS The language of the first farmers - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Martine Robbeets (MPI-SHH Jena)
09.00-09.25 INTRODUCTION
09.30-09.55 Martine Robbeets The language of the Transeurasian farmers
10.00-10.25 Alexander Francis-Ratte Lexical recycling as a lens onto shared Korean-Japanese Agriculture
10.30-10.55 George Starostin Macrofamilies and agricultural lexicon: Problems and perspectives

WS Perspective-indexing constructions: Irregular perspective shifts and perspective persistence - Room 13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Caroline Gentens (University of Leuven), María Sol Sansiñena (University of Leuven; University of Ghent), Stef Spronck (University of Leuven) and An Van Linden (Catholic University of Louvain)
09.00-09.25 Lieven Vandelanotte Irregular perspective shifts in grammar and discourse: Something old, something new [Keynote paper]
09.30-09.55 Tatiana Nikitina Reported discourse in Wan oral narratives: The choice between alternative perspective-indexing constructions
10.00-10.25 Toshiko Yamaguchi Usage of kita ‘we’ in Malay talk shows: Subjectification in spoken interactions
10.30-10.55 Max van Duijn and Arie Verhagen Language, intersubjectivity, and recursive mindreading

WS The crosslinguistic diversity of antipassives: Function, meaning and structure - Room 14 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Katarzyna Janic (DdL CNRS/University of Lyon 2/University of Zurich) and Alena Witzlack-Makarevich (University of Kiel)
09.00-09.25 INTRODUCTION
09.30-09.55 Claire Moyse-Faurie Backgrounding the object in Oceanic languages: A comparison between three constructions relevant to antipassive
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00-10.25</td>
<td>Katharina Haude <em>The Movima antipassive</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.30-10.55</td>
<td>Sandra Auderset <em>One way or another? - The antipassive and its relationship to person markers</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00-11.25</td>
<td>Coffee break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30-12.30</td>
<td><strong>PLENARY SESSION</strong> - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delia Bentley (University of Manchester) <em>S-V and V-S agreement on evidence from Italo-Romance.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAIR: Ian Roberts (University of Cambridge)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30-13.55</td>
<td>Buffet Lunch (Restaurant Zi Teresa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00-14.55</td>
<td><strong>ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING</strong> - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WS Diachronic and functional explanations in linguistic typology</strong> - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONVENORS: Natalia Levshina (Leipzig University), Ilja Seržant (Leipzig University), Susanne Maria Michaelis (Leipzig University/MPI-SHH Jena) and Karsten Schmidtke-Bode (University of Jena)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.00-15.25 Michael Cysouw <em>Inferring probabilities of change from areal distributions</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.30-15.55 Paul Widmer, Manuel Widmer, Sandra Auderset, Johanna Nichols and Balthasar Bickel <em>The development and maintenance of NP recursion over time</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.00-16.25 Eugen Hill <em>Synchronic vs diachronic roots of Watkins’ Law</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>GS Historical linguistics</strong> - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAIR: Ekkehard König (Free University, Berlin)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.00-15.25 Maria Bylin <em>Continuing the deconstruction of semantic agreement. A case of semantic attributive adjectival agreement sensitive to sex, historical gender, formality and genericity</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.30-15.55 Livio Gaeta <em>Language change, functional explanations and serendipity</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.00-16.25 Stefan Thim <em>Constructionalization of OUT- as a prefix in English</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WS Emergence and evolution of complex adpositions in European languages – Room 3 (Centro Congressi)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONVENORS: Benjamin Fagard (LaTTiCe: CNRS, ENS/University of Paris 3), José Pinto de Lima (University of Lisbon), Elena Smirnova (University of Neuchâtel) and Dejan Stosic (University of Toulouse 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.00-15.25 Christian Lehmann <em>Complex adpositions in Latin and Romance</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.30-15.55 Benjamin Fagard, Dejan Stosic and Alexandru Mardale <em>Approaches to Romance complex adpositions</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.00-16.25 Vittorio Ganfi and Valentina Piunno <em>Usage-based account of Italian complex prepositions denoting the agent</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WS The rise of complementizers and their relation to subjunctive mood and (ir)realist distinctions</strong> - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONVENORS: Björn Wiemer (University of Mainz), Jasmina Grković-Major (University of Novi Sad) and Björn Hansen (University of Regensburg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.00-15.25 Barbara Sonnenhauser <em>Tracing Slovene permissive naj across times and domains</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15.30-15.55 **Konstantinos Sampanis, Eleni Karantzola and Ioannis Fykias** Complementiser plus mood particle constructions in Modern Albanian and Early Modern Greek: A contrastive approach

16.00-16.25 **Victor Friedman and Brian Joseph** Hierarchies of complementation: The Balkan cases

---

**GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Pier Marco Bertinetto (Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa)

15.00-15.25 **Beatriz Fernández** Some (typological) thoughts on the applicative analysis of Basque -(k)i
15.30-15.55 **Rik van Gijn** Want-constructions in South American languages
16.00-16.25 **Janne Saarikivi** Towards typology of etymologies (on the basis of Indo-European and Uralic)

---

**GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Anna Giacalone Ramat (University of Pavia)

15.00-15.25 **Björn Hansen** Testing subjecthood in Croatian
15.30-15.55 **Koichiro Nakamura** Exhaustiveness and contrast in focused elements and their structural positions
16.00-16.25 **Xiaoshi Hu** The complement structure of the causative constructions in French

---

**GS Morpho-synt**

15.00-15.25 **Wataru Nakamura** A two-tiered theory of case features: The case of the Hindi case-marking system
15.30-15.55 **Sean Gleason** How necessary is the Case feature in syntactic theory? Considerations from the Latin Acl
16.00-16.25 **Sandhya Sundaresan** The four-way Person distinction and anaphora

---

**WS Notions of ‘feature’ in linguistic theory: Cross-theoretical and cross-linguistic perspectives - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)**

CONVENORS: Lars Hellan (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim), Andrej Malchukov (University of Mainz), Ian Roberts (University of Cambridge) and Michela Cennamo (University of Naples Federico II)

15.00-15.25 **Wataru Nakamura** A two-tiered theory of case features: The case of the Hindi case-marking system
15.30-15.55 **Sean Gleason** How necessary is the Case feature in syntactic theory? Considerations from the Latin Acl
16.00-16.25 **Sandhya Sundaresan** The four-way Person distinction and anaphora

---

**GS Language acquisition - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)**

CHAIR: Salvatore Musto (University of Naples Federico II)

15.00-15.25 **Jekaterina Mazara, Sabine Stoll and Jean-Pascal Pfister** Modelling the acquisition rate of verb vocabulary in Russian children
15.30-15.55 **Milena Kuehnast, Victoria Bartlitz, Dagmar Bittner and Thomas Roeper** Understanding the alternative - Negation and degrees of abstraction in the acquisition of contrast relations in German
16.00-16.25 **Dino Selvaggi, Antonella Sorace and Anna Franca Plastina** Code-switching in Italian-English bilingual children: An exploratory study on acceptability judgements and actual practice
CONVENORS: Nabil Hathout (CLLE: CNRS/University of Toulouse 2) and Fiammetta Namer (University of Lorraine/ATILF: CNRS)

15.00-15.25 INTRODUCTION
15.30-15.55 Olivier Bonami and Jana Strnadová Derivational paradigms: Pushing the analogy
16.00-16.25 Lior Laks Morphological compensation for empty paradigm cells

CONVENORS: Gerson Klumpp (University of Tartu), Lidia Federica Mazzitelli (University of Bremen) and Fedor Rozhanskiy (University of Tartu)

15.00-15.25 Polina Pleshak Adnominal possessive constructions in Mordvin, Mari, and Permic
15.30-15.55 Hannah Wegener Differential object marking in dialects of Central and Southern Selkup
16.00-16.25 Susanna Virtanen A contrastive approach to focus marking in Eastern Mansi, Northern Mansi, Hungarian and Finnish

CONVENORS: Martine Robbeets (MPI-SHH Jena)

15.00-15.25 Anna Berge Subsistance terminology in Aleut (Unangam Tunuu)
15.30-15.55 Joseph Koni Muluwa and Koen Bostoen The reconstruction of subsistence-related vocabulary in Proto-West-Coastal-Bantu
16.00-16.25 Tom Güldemann and Anne-Maria Fehn Linguistic evidence for early interactions between Khoe-Kwadi herders and Bantu farmers in southern Africa

CONVENORS: Caroline Gentens (University of Leuven), María Sol Sansiñena (University of Leuven & University of Ghent), Stef Spronck (University of Leuven) and An Van Linden (Catholic University of Louvain)

15.00-15.25 Manuel Widmer and Marius Zemp Perspective persistence in reported speech constructions: A reality and diachrony in Tibeto-Burman
15.30-15.55 Linda Konnerth Speech-act participant perspectives in quotative constructions of Monsang
16.00-16.25 Marius Zemp The persistence of the informant perspective in the construal of epistemic markers

CONVENORS: Katarzyna Janic (DdL: CNRS/University of Lyon 2/University of Zurich) and Alena Witzlack-Makarevich (University of Kiel)

15.00-15.25 Anna Bugaeva “Generalized object”: A case of antipassive in Ainu
15.30-15.55 Peter Arkadiyev and Alexander Letuchiy Circassian antipassives and their relation to syntactic alignment
16.00-16.25 Gilles Authier Antipassive in three Caucasian languages

Coffee break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)
16.45-17.25 POSTER SESSION - Centro Congressi

(1) Lucie Barque, Pauline Haas, Richard Huyghe and Delphine Tribout A limited set of nominal semantic categories for French
(2) Danniel Carvalho Person and a case of indexicalization in Brazilian Portuguese
(3) Jan Chromý, Štěpán Matějka and Jakub Dotlačil Bi-aspectual verbs in Czech: Bi-aspectual or aspectless?
(4) Aoife Finn The ‘subject’ of the Actor-Emphatic construction and what it means for the case-system of Māori
(5) Bernard Fradin Denominal adjectives with an essive interpretation
(6) Anna Inbar The meaning of Hebrew ve ‘and’: Evidence from syndetic clause linkage
(7) James Myers Word size in spoken and written Mandarin Chinese
(8) Johanna Nichols Verb-based and noun-based languages
(9) Sofia Oskolskaya Grammatical status of aspect in Nanai
(10) Marie-Caroline Pons Morphologically conditioned breathiness spreading in Western Magar
(11) Christina Prömer From sprandrel to signal: The emergence of the English {/z/} suffix from an evolutionary perspective
(12) Maria Sidorova Number marking in Moksha numeral constructions
(13) Luigi Talamo Property nominals in contemporary Italian: A quantitative analysis of a mixed category
(14) Arseniy Vydrin Ossetic verbal paradigms

WS Diachronic and functional explanations in linguistic typology - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

CONVENORS: Natalia Levshina (Leipzig University), Ilja Seržant (Leipzig University), Susanne Maria Michaelis (Leipzig University/MPI-SHH Jena) and Karsten Schmidtke-Bode (University of Jena)
17.30-17.55 Ilja Serzant DOM in Old Russian: Evidence for non-local explanations
18.00-18.25 Borja Herce Calleja Time deictic adverbials in typological and diachronic perspective
18.30-18.55 Olga Fischer What role do iconicity and analogy play in grammaticalization?
19.00-19.25 Karsten Schmidtke-Bode Motivating the distributional behaviour of S- and A-clause complements

GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)

CHAIR: Werner Abraham (University of Munich/University of Vienna)
17.30-17.55 Jakob Neels and Stefan Hartmann The diachronic development of German degree modifiers: A corpus-based study
18.00-18.25 Sigríður S. Sigurðardóttir and Thórhallur Eythórsson Subjects with Icelandic weather verbs
18.30-18.55 Cormac Anderson Explaining hiatus vowels in Old Irish
19.00-19.25 Daniele Baglioni Coronal consonants and the palatal glide in interaction. Evidence from three Romance varieties of Italy
### WS Emergence and evolution of complex adpositions in European languages – Room 3 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Benjamin Fagard (LaTTiCe: CNRS, ENS/University of Paris 3), José Pinto de Lima (University of Lisbon), Elena Smirnova (University of Neuchâtel) and Dejan Stosic (University of Toulouse 2)

17.30-17.55 **Anni Jürine** What makes a (complex) postposition?
18.00-18.25 **José Pinto de Lima and Elena Smirnova** Exceptional prepositions in German and Portuguese: Complexity, grammaticalization and syntactic function
18.30-18.55 **Elena Smirnova** German complex prepositions and the choice between genitive and von-phrase
19.00-19.25 **Katerina Stathi** The emergence of the complex adposition in Richtung in the diachrony of German

### WS The rise of complementizers and their relation to subjunctive mood and (ir)realist distinctions - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Björn Wiemer (University of Mainz), Jasmina Grković-Major (University of Novi Sad) and Björn Hansen (University of Regensburg)

17.30-17.55 **Julian Rentzsch** Subjunctive versus infinitive in Western Balkan Turkish
18.00-18.25 **Éva Ágnes Csató, Lars Johanson and László Károly** Grammaticalization of the copied particle *ki* in Turkic
18.30-18.55 **Kasper Boye and Marie-Louise Lind Sørensen** The grammaticalization of ‘how’ complementizers
19.00-19.25 **Anastasiya Kozhemyakina and Natalia Serdobolskaya** Are non-factive propositional complements clausal arguments?

### GS Typology - Room 5 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Silvia Luraghi (University of Pavia)

17.30-17.55 **Francesca Di Garbo** How gender systems complexify and/or simplify: A case study in sociolinguistic typology
18.00-18.25 **Anna Alexandrova** Narrowly averted and partially completed events in the languages of Europe and beyond

### GS Syntax - Room 6 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Alessandra Giorgi (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice)/Claudia Fabrizio (University of Chieti-Pescara)

17.30-17.55 **Evangelia Adamou** Subject preference in languages with ambiguous relative clauses. Evidence from Ixcatec (Otomanguean, Mexico)
18.00-18.25 **Wout van Praet, Kristin Davidsen and Lieven Vandelanotte** Subject-complement asymmetry in copular clauses: Investigating the realization of the ‘general’ NP across different copular types
18.30-18.55 **Blanca Croitor** Agreement in pseudocleft and specification sentences in Romanian
19.00-19.25 **Anna Bondaruk, Bożena Rozwadowska and Wojciech Witkowski** Psych passives in Polish

### GS Morpho-syntax - Room 7 (Centro Congressi)

CHAIR: Scott DeLancey (University of Oregon)

17.30-17.55 **Erika Sandman** Multiple aspect marking in Wutun
18.00-18.25 **Ana Krajinović** Aspect and modality in Malabar Indo-Portuguese
### WS Notions of ‘feature’ in linguistic theory: Cross-theoretical and cross-linguistic perspectives - Room 8 (Centro Congressi)

**CONVENORS:** Lars Hellan (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim), Andrej Malchukov (University of Mainz), Ian Roberts (University of Cambridge) and Michela Cennamo (University of Naples Federico II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.30-17.55</td>
<td>Andrej Malchukov</td>
<td>Feature interaction and feature hierarchies: A typological account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00-18.25</td>
<td>Chiara Gianollo</td>
<td>Semantic and formal features in negation systems: Diachronic implications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.30-18.55</td>
<td>Susanne Wurmband</td>
<td>Semantic and formal agreement features—Evidence from nominal ellipsis in German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00-19.25</td>
<td>Michela Cennamo</td>
<td>Gradience in semantic features and syntactic change: A case-study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GS Information Structure - Room 9 (Centro Congressi)

**CHAIR:** Delia Bentley (University of Manchester)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.30-17.55</td>
<td>Karen Lahousse and Lena Karssenberg</td>
<td>French il y a-clefts, existential sentences and the Focus Marking Hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00-18.25</td>
<td>Lena Karssenberg and Daniela Guglielmo</td>
<td>Italian c’è-clefts and French il y a-clefts: Distribution and information structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.30-18.55</td>
<td>Steffen Heidinger</td>
<td>Focus affinity and degrees of event specification: An experimental study on Spanish postverbal constituent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WS Paradigms in word-formation: New perspectives on data description and modeling - Room 10 (Centro Congressi)

**CONVENORS:** Nabil Hathout (CLLE: CNRS/University of Toulouse 2) and Fiammetta Namer (University of Lorraine/ATILF: CNRS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.30-17.55</td>
<td>Serena Dal Maso and Helene Giraudo</td>
<td>Do morphological series play a role in the processing of complex words?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00-18.25</td>
<td>Antje Dammel and Luise Kempf</td>
<td>German action nouns – A case of paradigmatic word formation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.30-18.55</td>
<td>Alain Kihm</td>
<td>Deverbal agent and instrument nouns in Haitian Creole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00-19.25</td>
<td>Georgette Dal and Stéphanie Lignon</td>
<td>What do suffixal substitutions tell us about paradigmatic organization of derivational morphology?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WS Typology of Uralic Languages: Towards Better Comparability - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

**CONVENORS:** Gerson Klumpp (University of Tartu), Lidia Federica Mazzitelli (University of Bremen) and Fedor Rozhanskiy (University of Tartu)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.30-17.55</td>
<td>Karl Pajusalu, Péter Pomozi, Endre Nemeth, Tibor Fehér and Kristel Uiboaed</td>
<td>Towards a phonological typology of Uralic languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00-18.25</td>
<td>Natalia Kuznetsova</td>
<td>How well do Finnic languages fit modern word-prosodic typology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.30-18.55</td>
<td>Olesya Khanina and Andrey Shluinsky</td>
<td>Description of Enets phonology: Effective use of an extensive data set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00-19.25</td>
<td>Maria Kholodilova, Anton Kuliko and Maria Privizentsева</td>
<td>Intonation in Beserman Udmurt and Moksha inverse attraction constructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WS The language of the first farmers - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Martine Robbeets (MPI-SHH Jena)
17.30-17.55 Antoinette Schapper Fueling the expansion. Sugarcane and Trans-New Guinea
18.00-18.25 Nicholas Emlen and Willem Adelaar Proto-Quechua and Proto-Aymara agricultural terms: Reconstruction and contact patterns
18.30-18.55 Brian D. Joseph On the derivation of farming vocabulary and its consequences
19.00-19.25 Martin Kümmel Agricultural terms in Indo-Iranian

WS Perspective-indexing constructions: Irregular perspective shifts and perspective persistence - Room 13 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Caroline Gentens (University of Leuven), María Sol Sansiñena (University of Leuven/University of Ghent), Stef Spronck (University of Leuven) and An Van Linden (Catholic University of Louvain)
17.30-17.55 Sonja Zeman The emergence of viewpoints in multiple perspective constructions
18.00-18.25 Sergeiy Sandler and Esther Pascual Saying for meaning: Perspective shift in the Hebrew bible
18.30-18.55 Aung Si and Stef Spronck Solega defenestration: The grammar of underspecified perspective shift in Solega (Dravidian)
19.00-19.25 DISCUSSION (Discussant: Jef Verschueren)

WS The crosslinguistic diversity of antipassives: Function, meaning and structure - Room 14 (Palazzo du Mesnil)

CONVENORS: Katarzyna Janic (Ddl: CNRS & University of Lyon 2/University of Zurich) and Alena Witzlack-Makarevich (University of Kiel)
17.30-17.55 Doris L. Payne The profile and historical development of an Eastern Nilotic antipassive
18.00-18.25 Robert Carlson Antipassives in Supyire: Partitive patients and participatory agents
18.30-18.55 Martine Vanhove Reciprocal and anti-passive in Beja (North-Cushitic)
19.00-19.25 Koen Bostoen, Sebastian Dom and Guillaume Segerer From associative to antipassive in Bantu

20:00 CONFERENCE DINNER (Restaurant ‘Al Castello’, Hotel Royal Continental)
SATURDAY 3 SEPTEMBER 2016

WS Diachronic and functional explanations in linguistic typology - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

CONVENORS: Natalia Levshina (Leipzig University), Iļja Seržant (Leipzig University), Susanne Maria Michaelis (Leipzig University/MPI-SHH Jena) and Karsten Schmidke-Bode (University of Jena)

09.00-09.30 Balthasar Bickel and Damian E. Blasi Linguistic Universals in Evolutionary Perspective: The S/A preference and its effects

09.30-09.55 Natalia Levshina Iconicity, economy and language evolution: The case of causatives

10.00-10.25 Susanne Maria Michaelis and Martin Haspelmath Why independent possessive person-forms are longer: Diverse sources conspiring toward a uniform result

10.30-10.55 Anita Slonimska and Sean G. Roberts The lexicon adapts to interaction: Pragmatic motivation for systematic sound symbolism in wh-words

GS Historical linguistics - Room 2 (Sala Partenope, Royal Continental)

CHAIR: Alexandru Nicolae (University of Bucharest)

09.00-09.25 Éva Dékány and Orsolya Tánczos The development of split CP in Udmurt embedded clauses

09.30-09.55 Anna Bartra-Kaufmann Deconstructing passives: A Romance diachronic perspective

10.00-10.25 Merlijn De Smit and Silvia Luraghi Contact induced change in the languages of Europe: The rise and the development of partitive cases and determiners

10.30-10.55 Paul Heggarty and Cormac Anderson Databases for a 'new Historical Linguistics'? An expert-led database of cognacy in basic vocabulary across Indo-European

WS Emergence and evolution of complex adpositions in European languages - Room 3 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Benjamin Fagard (LaTTiCe: CNRS, ENS/University of Paris 3), José Pinto de Lima (University of Lisbon), Elena Smirnova (University of Neuchâtel) and Dejan Stosic (University of Toulouse)

09.00-09.25 Christophe Béchet Quantitative approaches to the classification of complex prepositions: Cross-linguistic multivariate analyses for English, Dutch, and French

09.30-09.55 Karolina Krawczak Complement alternation of complex causal adpositions in Polish: A multifactorial usage-feature analysis

10.00-10.25 Riho Grünthal Complex Adpositions and Complexity in European Uralic

10.30-10.55 Veronika Hegedus and Éva Dékány Grammaticalization paths in complex adpositional phrases

WS The rise of complementizers and their relation to subjunctive mood and (ir)realist distinctions - Room 4 (Centro Congressi)

CONVENORS: Björn Wiemer (University of Mainz), Jasmina Grković-Major (University of Novi Sad) and Björn Hansen (University of Regensburg)

09.00-09.25 Carlos García-Castillero Synchrony and diachrony of nasalization as a complementizer in Old Irish

09.30-09.55 Oleg Belyaev Complementation by coordination: Ossetic 3m3 ‘and’

10.00-10.25 Werner Abraham About the notion of sentence autonomous subjunctions and their diachronics

10.30-10.55 DISCUSSION
CHAIR: Jan Nuyts (University of Antwerp)

09.00-09.25 Wojciech Lewandowski Inter- and intra-typological variation in the expression of motion: Evidence from elicited narratives

09.30-09.55 Seppo Kittilä And that’s a fact: Concerning the nature of facts as an evidential category

10.00-10.25 Simone Mattiola The semantic domain of pluractional constructions

10.30-10.55 Astrid De Wit, Frank Brisard and Michael Meeuwis Performatives and aspect: A cross-linguistic study

CHAIR: Muriel Norde (Humboldt University, Berlin)

09.00-09.25 Rivka Halevy The conundrum of accusative marking in existential-like constructions in Modern Hebrew and beyond

09.30-09.55 Alessandra Giorgi Towards a syntax of counter-expectational surprise questions

10.00-10.25 Marianne Hundt and Rahel Oppliger (The) fact is … / (Die) Tatsache ist … – A comparative corpus-based study of variable article use in English and German focalisers

10.30-10.55 David Correia Saavedra Can we measure grammaticalization? Some proposals for the quantification of degrees of grammaticalization

CHAIR: Pieter Seuren (MPI Nijmegen)

09.00-09.25 Eva Hajicova The information structure of the sentence and semantics of negation

09.30-09.55 Amina Mettouchi Attributive negation in Kabyle (Berber): A corpus-based approach

10.00-10.25 Maria Molina Hittite negation markers, their nature and their positioning (corpus approach)

10.30-10.55 Debra Ziegeler On the empty O-corner of the Aristotelian Square: A view from contact dialectal research

CONVENORS: Lars Hellan (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim), Andrej Malchukov (University of Mainz), Ian Roberts (University of Cambridge) and Michela Cennamo (University of Naples Federico II)

09.00-09.25 Ian Roberts and Theresa Biberauer Emergent parameters and pleiotropic formal features

09.30-09.55 Tabea Reiner A model of TAM-semantics

10.00-10.25 Federico Silvagni A feature that makes the difference: Aspectual concord in Romance copular clauses

10.30-10.55 Akira Watanabe Number features and numerals

CHAIR: Roberta D’Alessandro (University of Leiden)

09.00-09.25 Vieri Samek-Lodovici On the co-occurrence of wh-phrases and foci in the left-periphery of Italian

09.30-09.55 Ion Giurgea Preverbal subjects and information structure marking in Romanian

10.00-10.25 Soyoon Park The information status of post-verbal noun phrases in there-constructions.

10.30-10.55 Martin Drápela From a theme-rheme nexus to thematic progressions: The case of Flight 1549

CONVENORS: Nabil Hathout (CLLE: CNRS/University of Toulouse 2) and Fiammetta Namer (University of Lorraine/ATILF: CNRS)
09.00-09.25 Marco Angster and Livio Gaeta Stripping paradigmatic relations out of the syntax. Adjectival compounds in German
09.30-09.55 Marine Lasserre and Fabio Montermini Affixal properties of neoclassical compounds. A corpus-based analysis of -logique adjectives in French.
10.00-10.55 DISCUSSION

**WS Typology of Uralic Languages: Towards Better Comparability - Room 11 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

CONVENORS: Gerson Klumpp (University of Tartu), Lidia Federica Mazzitelli (University of Bremen) and Fedor Rozhanskiy (University of Tartu)

09.00-09.25 Timofey Arkhangelskiy and Maria Usacheva Case compounding in Beserman Udmurt: Syntax and information structure
09.30-09.55 Miina Norvik The expression of future in the Finnic languages: A proposal for a unified account
10.00-10.25 Ksenia Shagal Participial systems in Uralic languages
10.30-10.55 DISCUSSION

**WS The language of the first farmers - Room 12 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

CONVENORS: Martine Robbeets (MPI-SHH Jena)

09.00-09.25 Laurent Sagart and Romain Garnier Milk and the Indo-Europeans
09.30-09.55 Adam Hyllested and Jens Soelberg European terms for ‘oats’, ‘barley’ and ‘millet’ in the light of Central Asiatic evidence
10.00-10.55 DISCUSSION (Discussant: Russel D. Gray)

**WS The crosslinguistic diversity of antipassives: Function, meaning and structure - Room 14 (Palazzo du Mesnil)**

CONVENORS: Katarzyna Janic (DdL: CNRS & University of Lyon 2/University of Zurich) and Alena Witzlack-Makarevich (University of Kiel)

09.00-09.25 Denis Creissels Soninke, an otherwise well-behaved ‘accusative’ language with fully productive antipassive derivation
09.30-09.55 Andrea Sansò Nominalizations as sources of antipassive constructions – A cross-linguistic survey
10.00-10.25 Spike Gildea, Natalia Cáceres, Sérgio Meira and Racquel-Maria Sapién Antipassive and semantic classes of verbs in the Cariban family
10.30-10.55 Marianne Mithun Antipassive propensities and alignment

11.00-11.25 Coffee break (Royal Continental, Centro Congressi, Palazzo du Mesnil)

11.30-12.30 PLENARY SESSION - Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)
Marc van Oostendorp (Meertens Institute, Amsterdam) Artificial language and linguistic theory
CHAIR: Martin Hilpert (University of Neuchâtel)

12.30-13.00 CLOSING SESSION and BEST PRESENTATION AWARDS – Room 1 (Auditorium, Royal Continental)

13.00-14.30 Buffet Lunch - Restaurant Zi Teresa

14.30 EXCURSIONS